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1. Introduction
Orthogonal frequency divisionmultiplexing (OFDM)modulation has excellent performances,
for example, strong tolerance against multipath interferences, effective spectral efficiency,
high information capacity and simplicity of equalization. Consequently, it has been widely
utilized in the services of digital terrestrial broadcasting, asymmetric digital subscriber line
(ADSL), local wireless LAN and optical fiber communications. In the transmitter, relay station
and receiver, signal processing techniques are used to mitigate the effects caused by various
interferences, carrier frequency offset and noise, then to improve the equalization precision of
information data. These techniques may achieve the utmost of their effectiveness if the reliable
knowledge of the communication channel is applicable. Nevertheless, the prior information
of the OFDM channel dynamics is typically unavailable, whereas the practical channel is
often time-varying due to the differing propagation paths, scattering and reflection of electric
waves. Hence it is necessary to identify the channel model from the observation data and
some distinctive structural information inserted in the OFDM signals. In this chapter some
channel identification problems as well as the fundamental mathematical tools are discussed,
and several frequency domain algorithms are investigated.
Channel information is an essential issue in practical communication systems. It is often
obtained by channel identification, which may be performed either in the time domain or in
the frequency domain (Giannakis et al., 2000). The identification algorithms in time domain
are commonly executed through least mean square (LMS) method, recursive least squares
(RLS) method, maximum likelihood (ML) when a known sequence of training symbols
transmitted in some specified training styles (Haykin, 2001; Ljung, 1999). When no training
sequence can be used for channel identification, the blind (Chi et al., 2006; Ding & Li, 2001) or
semi-blind algorithmsmay use some statical or structured properties of the OFDM signals, for
example, the cyclic prefix, the symbol pattern of constellation (Koiveunen et al., 2004). If the
spatial information is available, the subspace method is the possible choice (Muquet et al.,
2002). These algorithms have been utilized in channel estimation and equalization, and
have helped to improve the communication performance in applications of equalization
(Giannakis et al., 2000), compensation of frequency offset (Yu & Su, 2004), compensation of
nonlinearity distortion (Ding et al., 2004), interference compensation in relay station (Shibuya,
2006; Sun & Sano, 2005).
Nevertheless, in the presence of multipath interferences with long tags, or with the severe
restriction that the carriers outside the signal band width do not convey any information
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symbols, the time domain algorithms may suffer from either low convergence rate or high
computational complexity. Furthermore, if few training sequences can be available for
channel estimation, the blind algorithms in the time domain commonly have to employ
nonlinear optimization which may converge slowly.
On the other hand, the OFDM signals in base band are managed by Fourier transform and
inverse Fourier transform, it implies that the channel identification can also be performed in
the frequency domain with the aid of Fourier transform. The advantages of OFDM channel
identification in the frequency domain are as follows: Both the transmitted and received
signals in base band, and the dynamic channel model can be treated conveniently through
Fourier transform in the frequency domain, while fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) can significantly reduce the computational complexity in channel
identification. Additionally, the dynamics of channel model is easily handled in frequency
domain without extra computation even for long delay taps, and only simple computation
is required for convolution and deconvolution. Furthermore, the scattered pilot symbols
assigned at some specified carriers can be more applicable than that in the time domain,
and the identification algorithm can easily be combined with equalization, interference
cancellation. Hence it is a strong motivation to develop effective channel identification
algorithms in the frequency domain.
In this chapter the channel identification is studied in the frequency domain, and several
identification algorithms are presented for the OFDM channel working under severe
communication environment or restricted identification conditions. Firstly, the frequency
properties of both the OFDM signals in base band and the propagation channel used in
identification are briefly illustrated, and some structural features of cyclic prefix, constellation
of information symbols and scattered pilot symbols are also shown in the frequency
domain. Secondly, the fundamentals of identification algorithms are discussed, including the
frequency properties of the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter carrier interference (ICI),
the correlation function and spectral property of various signals in OFDM system, the leakage
error of Fourier transform. Then, several identification algorithms are presented, including
the batch processing algorithm, recursive algorithm, the usage of pilot symbols, the method to
mitigate the affection of equalization errors for the case of lowpilot rate. Next, the applications
of the identification algorithms are considered for the cases where the multipath interferences
have long delay taps, the OFDM signal has severe bandwidth restriction, or the propagation
channel has fast fading. Furthermore, their performances of convergence and computational
complexity are analyzed, and compared with the methods in the time domain. It is seen that
Fourier transform is a powerful mathematical tool in the identification problems of OFDM
channel, and the Fourier transform based algorithms demonstrate attractive performance
even under some severe communication conditions.
2. Fundamentals in channel identification
2.1 Guard interval
Let the normalized period of OFDM information symbol be denoted as N. As shown in Fig.1,
OFDM guard interval (GI) attaches a copy of the effective symbol’s tail part to its head as
a cyclic prefix when the signal is transmitted. Let the GI length be Ngi, then the practical
transmission period denoted as Ntx becomes to Ntx = N + Ngi.
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Fig. 1. Guard interval in OFDM signal
2.2 OFDM signals in base band
In the transmission symbol period Ntx, the transmitted signal in base band is generated by
N-point IFFT as follows
d(k)=
N/2
∑
n=−N/2+1
D(n, l)ejnω0(k−lNtx), for lNtx− Ngi ≤ k < lNtx + N, (1)
where the FFT size N is a power of 2. k and ω0 = 2pi/N are the normalized sampling instant
and angular frequency factor, respectively. D(n, l) is the symbol conveyed at the nth carrier
in the lth transmission symbol period, and it belongs to a modulation constellation with finite
elements.
2.3 Pilot and information symbols
For the purpose of synchronization and equalization, scattered pilot symbols are assigned at
the specified carriers, i.e., at these pilot carriers, the transmitted symbols D(n, l) are the known
ones at both the transmitter and the receiver, and can be employed in channel identification
as well as symbol equalization.
On the other hand, the symbol D(n, l) at information carrier can generally be treated as a
random sequence with respect to the carrier number n and symbol period l, i.e.,
lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n1, l)D(n2, l − l1) = D¯
2
δ(n1 − n2)δ(l1) (2)
holds true, where δ is the delta function, * denotes the conjugate complex, D¯2 is the mean
square of the constellation, n1 and n2 are the carrier numbers, l1 is an arbitrary integer.
2.4 Multipath channel model
Assume that the received signal in base band under multipath environment can be
approximated by
y(k) =
M
∑
m=0
rm(k) + e(k) =
M
∑
m=0
hmd(k − km) + e(k), (3)
where rm(k) is the mth multipath wave to the receiver, hm is its coefficient, km is the delay
tap, and e(k) is the additive noise. Correspondingly the channel model can be expressed by z
transform as
H(z) = h0 + h1z
−k1 + h2z
−k2 + · · ·+ hMz
−kM , (4)
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where z−1 is a backward shift operator, kM is the longest effective delay tap of interference.
Substituting z = ejω0 into (4) also yields the frequency response function of the channel model.
3. Identification of multipath channel with long delay taps
When the delay taps of multipath waves are within GI, both equalization and channel
identification are easily implemented in OFDM communication (Koiveunen et al., 2004;
Wang & Poor, 2003). However, the situation is quite different when the delay taps of some
multipath waves exceedGI due to the induced inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier
interference (ICI) (Suzuki et al., 2002).
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Fig. 2. Multipath interference in OFDM system
3.1 Signal properties used in identification
3.1.1 Interference exceeding GI
Consider the interference rm(k) with long delay tap km exceeding GI. In the lth effective
symbol period for lNtx ≤ k < lNtx + N, the component of interference with delay tap km
in Fig.2 is given by
rm(k) = hmd(k − km)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
hm
N/2
∑
n=−N/2+1
D(n, l − 1)ejnω0(k−km+Ngi−lNtx)
for k− km − lNtx < −Ngi,
hm
N/2
∑
n=−N/2+1
D(n, l)ejnω0(k−km−lNtx)
for − Ngi ≤ k− km − lNtx < N.
(5)
Performing N-point FFT of rm(k) within the FFT window for lNtx ≤ k < lNtx +N yields the
frequency components of rm(k). For example, the component corresponding to the nth carrier
is expressed by
1
N
lNtx+N−1
∑
k=lNtx
rm(k)e
−jnω0(k−lNtx) =
1
N
N−1
∑
k=0
rm(k + lNtx)e
−jnω0k
=
1
N
⎛
⎝km−Ngi−1∑
k=0
rm(k + lNtx)e
−jnω0k +
N−1
∑
k=km−Ngi
rm(k + lNtx)e
−jnω0k
⎞
⎠
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=
hm
N
km−Ngi−1
∑
k=0
((
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l−1)e
jn1ω0(k−km+Ngi)
)
e−jnω0k
)
+
hm
N
N−1
∑
k=km−Ngi
((
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l)e
jn1ω0(k−km)
)
e−jnω0k
)
=
hm
N
km−Ngi−1
∑
k=0
((
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l − 1)e
jn1ω0(k−km+Ngi)
)
e−jnω0k
)
−
hm
N
km−Ngi−1
∑
k=0
((
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l)e
jn1ω0(k−km)
)
e−jnω0k
)
+
hm
N
N−1
∑
k=0
((
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l)e
jn1ω0(k−km)
)
e−jnω0k
)
. (6)
Following the property of orthogonal basis function of e−jnω0k, the last term in (6) can be
written as
hme
−jnω0km D(n, l). (7)
Since the term in (7) is only the frequency component at the nth carrier, clearly it still holds
the carrier orthogonality. Nevertheless, the first and the second terms in (6), which are the
summation within the interval 0 ≤ k ≤ km − Ngi − 1 of an incomplete FFT window, yield
leakage error whose frequency components contaminate all the carriers.
Now consider frequency components of all the multipaths. The orthogonal term at nth carrier
becomes to
M
∑
m=0
hme
−jnω0km D(n, l) = H(ejnω0)D(n, l). (8)
On the other hand, the first term in (6) for km > Ngi yields ISI, which is the interference from
the (l − 1)th symbol period to the lth period. Let the representation of ISI be denoted as
Es(n, l) in the frequency domain, then it can be expressed by
Es(n, l) =
M
∑
m=m1
hm
N
(
km−Ngi−1
∑
k=0
( N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l−1)e
jn1ω0(k−km+Ngi)
)
e−jnω0k
)
, (9)
where m1 is the smallest integer such that km1 > Ngi. Moreover, the effect of the second term
in (6) leads to Ec(n, l), which is the ICI term given by
Ec(n, l) =−
M
∑
m=m1
hm
N
(
km−Ngi−1
∑
k=0
( N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
D(n1, l)e
jn1ω0(k−km)
)
e−jnω0k
)
. (10)
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Let the sum of ISI and ICI be denoted as a leakage error E(n, l). Therefore, the frequency
domain expression of the received signal in the lth symbol period is given by
Y(n, l) = H(ejnω0)D(n, l) + Ec(n, l) + Es(n, l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
E(n,l)
+V(n, l), (11)
where Y(n, l) and V(n, l) are the frequency components of the received signal and noise
at the nth carrier. It is clear that the leakage error E(n, l) deteriorates the orthogonality
of OFDM carriers and will cause large equalization error. A 16 QAM example with high
signal to noise ratio (SNR=30dB) is shown in Fig.3. Besides the direct wave, there are two
multipath interference waves. Fig.3(a) indicates the result of MMSE equalization where the
delay taps are within GI. It is seen that its equalization error is very low, and can be removed
by conventional error correction techniques. However, if one of the multipath interference
has delay tap exceeding GI, the equalization error significantly increases even under high
SNR situations. For example, just one interference with delay tap 1.25 times longer than GI
increases the bit error rate (BER) up to 15% in Fig3(b). Therefore, it is important to reduce the
influence of E(n, l) to guarantee high communication performance.
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(a) Equalization result when delay taps are within
GI
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(b) Equalization result when one of the delay taps
exceeds GI.
Fig. 3. Examples of equalization with multipath interferences
3.1.2 Expressions of ICI and ISI
It is seen that only the coefficients hm for km > Ngi remain in (9) and (10). Correspondingly,
the sub-model of the multipaths exceeding GI can be expressed by z transform as
Γ(z) = hm1 z
Ngi+1−km1 + hm1+1z
Ngi+1−km1+1 + · · ·+ hMz
Ngi+1−kM , (12)
where hm1 , hm1+1, · · · are the coefficients of the multipaths exceeding GI. Then performing
inverse Fourier transform of Es(n, l) in (9) and Ec(n, l) in (10) yields the signals of ISI and ICI
in the time domain as
εs(k, l) = Γ(z)ds(k, l), (13)
εc(k, l) = Γ(z)dc(k, l) (14)
86 Fourier Transform – Signal Processing
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for k = 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, where ds(k, l) and dc(k, l) are the corresponding transmitted signals
included in (9) and (10). They can be given by
ds(k, l) =
{
d(k− 1+ (l − 1)Ntx), for − N + Ngi + 1 ≤ k ≤ 0
0, for k > 0
, (15)
dc(k, l) =
{
−d(k− Ngi − 1+ lNtx), for − N + Ngi + 1 ≤ k ≤ 0
0, for k > 0
. (16)
On the other hand, Es(n, l) in (9) can be rewritten by
Es(n, l) =
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
Hs(n,n1)D(n1, l−1) (17)
in the frequency domain, where Hs(n, n1) is
Hs(n,n1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
M
∑
m=m1
hm
N
e−jn1ω0(km−Ngi)−e−jnω0(km−Ngi)
1− e−j(n−n1)ω0
, for n = n1,
M
∑
m=m1
km−Ngi
N
hme
−jnω0(km−Ngi), for n = n1.
Similarly, Ec(n, l) in (10) is approximated by
Ec(n, l) = −
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
Hc(n, n1)D(n1, l), (18)
where Hc(n,n1) is given by
Hc(n, n1) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
M
∑
m=m1
hm
N
e−jn1ω0km−e−jnω0km e−j(n1−n)ω0Ngi
1− e−j(n−n1)ω0
, for n = n1,
M
∑
m=m1
km−Ngi
N
hme
−jnω0km , for n = n1.
From (17) and (18), the data in the frequency domain fulfil the following expression
HD(l) = Y(l)− E(l)−V(l)
= Y(l)− Es(l)−HcD(l)−V(l), (19)
where Y(l), D(l), E(l), Es(l) and V(l) are the vectors of FFT coefficients of the received signal,
the information symbols, leakage error, ISI and noise in the lth period, respectively, and
H =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
H
(
ej(−N/2+1)ω0
)
0
. . . 0
H
(
ejN/2ω0
)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
Hc =
⎡
⎢⎣
Hc (−N/2+ 1,−N/2+ 1) · · · Hc (−N/2+ 1, N/2)
...
. . .
...
Hc (N/2,−N/2+ 1) · · · Hc (N/2, N/2)
⎤
⎥⎦ .
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3.1.3 Statistical properties of ICI and ISI
Since Es(n, l) in (17) is only related to the information symbols in the (l − 1)th symbol period,
then from (2), D(n, l) and Es(n, l) are uncorrelated, i.e.,
lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)Es(n, l)
=
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
(
lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)D(n1, l−1)
)
Hs(n, n1) = 0. (20)
Moreover, multiplying Ec(n, l) in (18) by the conjugate information symbol D∗(n, l) and using
the results in (2) lead to the following result
lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)Ec(n, l)
= −
N/2
∑
n1=−N/2+1
(
lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)D(n1, l)
)
Hc(n, n1)
= −D¯2Hc(n, n) = −D¯
2
M
∑
m=m1
km − Ngi
N
hme
−jnkmω0 . (21)
Following (21), it is clear that the longer the delay tap km, the greater the leakage error is.
Therefore, the symbol equalization or interference compensation becomes more difficult.
Furthermore, from (11), the following equation
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)Y(n, l) = H(ejnω0)
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)D(n, l)
+
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)
(
Es(n, l) + Ec(n, l)
)
+
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(n, l)V(n, l) (22)
holds true. Then by using the results of (2), (20) and (21), H¯(ejnω0) defined in (23) can be
obtained by (22) as follows.
H¯(ejnω0) = lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
(D∗(n, l)Y(n, l))
1
L
L
∑
l=1
(D∗(n, l)D(n, l))
= H(ejnω0) + lim
L→∞
1
L
L
∑
l=1
(D∗(n, l)Ec(n, l))
1
L
L
∑
l=1
(D∗(n, l)D(n, l))
=
m1−1
∑
m=0
hme
−jnkmω0 +
M
∑
m=m1
(
1−
km − Ngi
N
)
hme
−jnkmω0 . (23)
8 Fourier Transform – Signal Processing
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Denote the IFFT coefficients of H¯(ejnω0) as h¯0, h¯1, h¯2, · · · , then the coefficients hm can be
obtained by
hm =
{
h¯m, for 0≤ km≤Ngi,
Nh¯m
/
(N−Ngi+km), for km > Ngi.
(24)
From (23) and (24), it can be seen that it is possible to estimate H(ejnω0) by using the properties
of the leakage error even when the channel has long multipath interferences.
3.2 Channel identification algorithm
When several preamble or training symbols are available, (23) and (24) can give a batch
channel identification only with computational complexity of O(N). When no successive
training symbols are applicable for channel identification, the pilot symbols could be utilized
in some conventional interpolation based channel estimation methods (Coleri et al., 2002;
Nguyen et al., 2003). For example, provided that the scattered pilot symbols are assigned
at Pnth carrier, then the symbol D(Pn, l) at the pilot carrier Pn is known at the receiver,
consequently, the estimation of H¯(ejnω0)
ˆ¯H(ejPnω0) =
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(Pn, l)Y(Pn, l)
1
L
L
∑
l=1
D∗(Pn, l)D(Pn, l)
(25)
is obtained at the pilot carrier Pn. As for non-pilot carriers, if the pilot rate is high, a simple
linear interpolation yields that
ˆ¯H(ejnω0) = ˆ¯H(ejPn,1ω0) +
n− Pn,1
Pn,2− Pn,1
(
ˆ¯H(ejPn,2ω0)− ˆ¯H(ejPn,1ω0)
)
, (26)
where Pn,1 and Pn,2 are the number of two adjacent pilot carriers, Pn,1 ≤ n ≤ Pn,2. Compared
with the linear interpolation, the second order or high order interpolation methods could lead
to more smooth interpolation. Furthermore, Hˆ(ejnω0) can be determined by ˆ¯H(ejnω0).
Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section 3.1.1, the components of ICI and ISI contaminate all the
carriers, and the frequency response function H(ejnω0) varies remarkably when the channel
has long multipath interferences, as shown in Fig.4. As a result, neither the interpolation
method nor equalization using the frequency selective diversity can yield satisfactory result if
the pilot rate is not high enough.
We will consider some new information estimation and channel identification algorithm by
making use of multiple receiver antennas and spectral periodograms whose ISI and ICI are
compensated by the replica of leakage error.
3.2.1 Diversity of multiple antennas
Commonly, except the symbols at pilot carriers, the information symbols have to be estimated
from the received signals for channel identification. Nevertheless, many existing symbol
estimation methods cannot work well under the long multipath situations. It is seen that at
8hann l Ide tification for OFDM Communicat on System in Frequency Domain
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the nth carrier where
∣∣∣H(ejnω0)∣∣∣ is small, the orthogonal component in (6) attenuates to such
a small value that symbol equalization becomes fragile to the noise and leakage error, even
the error correction techniques might fail to correct the equalization errors at the carriers with
small magnitude of frequency response. In order to overcome these difficulties, the diversity
of multiple receiver antennas is used in the proposed algorithm. Let the total number of
antenna elements be Q, correspondingly, the received signal at the qth antenna be denoted
as yq(k), where 1 ≤ q ≤ Q. Correspondingly, the frequency response function from the
transmitter to the qth antenna is Hq(ejnω0), and its sub-model for the exceeding GI part is
Γq(z).
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Fig. 4. Example of |Hq(e−jnω0)| , q = 1, · · · , 4
The relative magnitude of Hq(ejnω0) for 1 ≤ q ≤ 4 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 20 is illustrated in
Fig.4. Consider H1(e
−jnω0) of the first antenna, notice that at the carriers n = 3, 13, 19
marked by circle the low
∣∣∣H1(e−jnω0)∣∣∣ implies that the symbols are difficult to be estimated
by frequency selective diversity of single antenna, since low magnitude of H1(e
jnω0) leads to
a weak orthogonal component in the received signal y1(k). On the other hand, H2(e
jnω0) has
largermagnitude at the carriersmarkedwith circle, and can help the estimation of information
symbols.
An approach had been discussed in (Sun et al., 2009) to perform symbol estimation per
information carrier by selecting the largest magnitude
∣∣∣Hq(e−jnω0)∣∣∣ from the Q receiver
antennas, where it had to perform ICI reduction and symbol estimation iteratively. Next,
the more effective estimation approaches without iterative computation will be considered.
3.2.2 Estimation of information symbols
In the lth symbol period, let the frequency component of yq(k) at the nth carrier be denoted
by Yq(n, l). It is calculated from yq(k) easily by using FFT algorithm within the FFT window
lNtx ≤ k < lNtx + N. From (19), the relation between the symbol vector and received signals
90 Fourier Transform – Signal Processing
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can be expressed by (
Hq + Hc,q
)
D(l) = Yq(l)− Es,q(l)−Vq(l), (27)
where the subscript q indicates the antenna number. Two algorithms are developed to
estimate the symbol vector D(l) in the lth period from the received signals and the estimated
channel models.
In the (l − 1)th symbol period, denote the estimates of information symbol as Dˆ(n, l − l),
the frequency response as Hˆq(ejnω0 , l − 1), and its sub-model for the part exceeding GI as
Γˆq(z, l− 1), respectively. These estimates are used in the estimation of Dˆ(n, l) and Hˆq(e
jnω0 , l),
and the affection of ISI is mitigated by estimating Es,q(l) from Dˆ(n, l − l) and Γˆq(z, l − 1)
in (13). The received signal with ISI compensation in the frequency domain is indicated as
Y¯q(l) = Yq(l)− Es,q(l).
A. Key magnitude selection based approach
Let qmax(n) be the antenna number such that
qmax(n) = arg
q
max
(∣∣∣Hˆq(ejnω0 , l − 1) + Hˆc,q(n, n)∣∣∣) . (28)
It is seen that |Hˆqmax(n)(e
jnω0 , l − 1) + Hˆc,qmax(n)(n, n)| takes the maximum for 1 ≤ qmax(n) ≤
Q at the nth carrier so that the strongest orthogonal component is used to estimate the
information symbol D(n, l). It means that the influence of ICI and ISI will be decreased
through the technique of key magnitude selection (KMS). Define a matrix Hkms(l) such that
the nth diagonal entry is Hˆqmax(n)(e
jnω0 , l − 1) + Hˆc,qmax(n)(n, n), while the other entries in the
nth row are the values of Hˆc,qmax(n)(n, n1). Furthermore, separate Hkms(l) into the diagonal
part Hkms,dg(l) and the Hkms,nodg(l). Then the estimate of D(l) can be given by
Dˆ(l) = H−1kms(l)Y¯kms(l) =
(
Hkms,dg(l) + Hkms,nodg(l)
)−1
Y¯kms(l), (29)
where Y¯kms(l) is the corresponding vector of Yqmax(n)(n, l). However, the computation of
direct inverse H−1kms(l) is time-consuming. In the proposed algorithm an approximation of
the matrix inverse is considered.
Notice that the magnitude of the diagonal entries in Hkms,dg(l) is larger than that of
Hkms,nodg(l) in the key magnitude selection, then the inverse H
−1
kms(l) can be approximated
by
H−1kms(l) =
(
Hkms,dg(l) + Hkms,nodg(l)
)−1
=
(
Hkms,dg(l)
(
I + H−1kms,dg(l)Hkms,nodg(l)
))−1
≈
(
I−
(
I−H−1kms,dg(l)Hkms,nodg(l)
)
H−1kms,dg(l)Hkms,nodg(l)
)
H−1kms,dg(l). (30)
where H−1kms,dg(l) is just the reciprocal of the diagonal matrix Hkms,dg(l). Therefore, the
estimate of D(l) is obtained by multiplication of matrices and vectors, and the estimate of
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information symbol D(n, l) at nth carrier can be determined by hard decision, or other error
correction techniques (Glover & Grant, 1998).
B. Maximal ratio combination based approach
Define a matrix Hmrc(l) and a vector Y¯mrc(l) whose entries of the nth row vector are the
addition as follows
Q
∑
q=1
(
Hq(e
−jnω0) + Hc,q(n,n)
)∗(
Hq(n) + Hc,q(n)
)
, (31)
Q
∑
q=1
(
Hq(e
−jnω0) + Hc,q(n,n)
)∗
Y¯q(n, l), (32)
where Hq(n) and Hc,q(n) are the nth row vector of Hq and Hc,q, respectively. If the phase
of Hq(e−jnω0) + Hc,q(n, n) is close to the true one, then the diagonal part Hmrc,dg(l) of
Hmrc(l) will yield the dominate component of Y¯mrc(l) and lead to an effect of maximal ratio
combination (MRC) (Burke et al., 2005). Therefore, similarly as (29), D(l) can be estimated by
Dˆ(l) = H−1mrc(l)Y¯mrc(l) =
(
Hmrc,dg(l) + Hmrc,nodg(l)
)−1
Y¯mrc(l), (33)
where the inverse of Hmrc(l) is calculated by a similar approximation as in (30).
Compared with the KMS based approach, the MRC based approach uses all of the received
signals’ information to reduce the influence of the additive noise, whereas its performance
depends on the phase accuracy of Hˆq(e−jnω0) + Hˆc,q(n, n). A feasible choice is in the first
several symbol periods to employ KMS based approach, which does not depend on the phase
information so much, then to switch to the MRC based approach after the estimation error
decreases to a low level.
3.2.3 Estimation of leakage error
The time domain sequence dˆ(k) is calculated through IFFT of Dˆ(n, l), then dˆc(k, l) can be
obtained by (16). Using the estimation of Γˆq(z, l − 1) and dˆc(k, l), the values of εc,q(k, l) can be
estimated by (14) in the time domain first. Consequently, Eˆc,q(n, l) can be calculated from FFT
of εc,q(k, l), and the leakage error Eˆq(n, l) can also be obtained by Eˆs,q(n, l) + Eˆc,q(n, l).
3.2.4 Estimation of frequency response function
The channel model is estimated from the frequency component Yq(n, l), the symbol estimate
Dˆ(n, l) and the replica of leakage error Eˆ(n, l). Consequently, it is important to remove the
influence caused by the noise term in Yq(n, l), the estimation errors of Dˆ(n, l) and Eˆ(n, l).
The phases of noise and estimation errors are usually random, then their influence can
be mitigated through the smoothing effect of spectral periodograms (Pintelon & Schoukens,
2001). In the iteration of lth symbol period, the spectral periodograms SDD(e
jnω0 , l) and
SDY(e
jnω0 , l) are defined as follows,
SDD(e
jnω0 , l) = λlSDD(e
jnω0 , l − 1) + Dˆ∗(n, l)Dˆ(n, l), (34)
SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l) = λlSDY,q(e
jnω0 , l − 1) + Dˆ∗(n, l)
(
Yq(n, l)− Eˆq(n, l)
)
(35)
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where λl is a forgetting factor over the range of 0 < λl < 1. It is seen that the effects of noise
and estimation errors are reducedwhen l becomes large. Using the estimates SDD(e
jnω0 , l− 1)
and SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l − 1) in the iteration of (l − 1)th symbol period, as well as the estimates
Dˆ(n, l), Yq(n, l) and Eˆq(n, l) in the lth iteration, the estimates of (34) and (35) are obtained.
Thus the estimate of frequency response function Hˆq(e
jnω0 , l) can be given by
Hˆq(e
jnω0 , l)=
SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l)
SDD(ejnω0 , l)
. (36)
Moreover, Γˆq(z, l) can be updated by (12) using IFFT of Hˆq(ejnω0 , l). Then let l = l + 1 for the
next iteration.
As mentioned previously, the frequency response function varies remarkably when the
interferences have long delay taps. As a result, the side lobes often occur in the impulse
response hˆm of channel model due to the noise, the estimation errors of information symbols
and leakage error, etc. Through setting a threshold between main lobe and side lobes, the
effect of side lobes can be reduced to improve the convergence performance of channel
identification and BER performance of symbol estimation (Hamazumi & Imamura, 2000).
3.2.5 Procedure of channel identification
In the identification algorithm, the estimation of Dˆ(n, l) is calculated from the received signal
compensated by Eˆs(n, l) first, next the leakage error Eˆ(n, l) is estimated, then the channel
frequency response is estimated from the spectral periodograms of the transmitted and
received signals. The procedure of proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows.
Step 1. Let the initial values of Dˆ(n, 0), SDY,q(e
jnω0 , 0), SDD(e
jnω0 , 0) be 0. Choose the initial
values of Hˆq(ejnω0 , 0), Γˆq(z, 0), and let the iteration number be l = 1.
Step 2. Calculate Yq(n, l) from the received signal yq(k) within the FFT window lNtx ≤ k <
lNtx + N through FFT.
Step 3. Calculate ds(k, l) by (15), and Es,q(n, l) by FFT of εs,q(k, l) in (13).
Step 4. Estimate Dˆ(l) by (29) or (33), and determine Dˆ(n, l) by hard decision or some error
correction techniques, respectively.
Step 5. Calculate dc(k, l) in (16), furthermore estimate the replica of ICI through FFT of
εˆc,q(k, l) in (14).
Step 6. Calculate SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l) and SDD(e
jnω0 , l) by (34) and (35), respectively.
Step 7. Estimate Hˆq(ejnω0 , l) from (36) and update the sub-model Γˆq(z, l) by (12). Let l = l + 1,
then return to Step 2 to repeat the iterations.
3.3 Algorithm features
The features of the proposed algorithm are summarized as follows.
(1) Periodograms can smooth the power spectra SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l) and SDD(e
jnω0 , l) so that
the periodograms based identification algorithm can reduce the estimation error of
Hˆq(ejnω0 , l), which is caused by the estimation errors of Dˆ(n, l) and Eˆq(n, l), or the noise
term in Yq(n, l) (Pintelon & Schoukens, 2001).
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(2) Unlike some other algorithms in the time domain whose performance depends on the total
number of parameters to be estimated (Ljung, 1999), the proposed algorithm estimates the
frequency response function per carrier from the spectral periodograms and shows good
convergence performance even for long impulse response of channel.
(3) By virtue of the multiple antennas’ diversity, the stronger orthogonal component is used
in KMS or MRC to estimate the information symbols, and it improves the performance
of channel identification and symbol estimation significantly compared with the single
antenna case.
It is noticed that the purpose of using multiple antennas is just the utilization of the
stronger orthogonal component at each carrier, the performance of the proposed algorithm
does not depend on the total number of antenna elements as much as the conventional
spatial equalizers based on antenna diversity (Higuchi & Sasaoka, 2004; Hori et al., 2003).
Moreover, the switching between KMS and MRC improves the algorithm performance
under the low pilot rate or low SNR environment, and the proposed algorithm can easily
be combined with some error correction techniques to obtain better BER performance.
(4) The forgetting factor is used in periodogram estimation so that the algorithm can also
deal with slow time-varying channels. A small forgetting factor has adaptability to quick
channel variation and large BER, whereas a large one is used in low SNR environment for
spectral smoothing.
(5) When the interference that exceeds GI is strong, the convergence of channel identification
and BER performance can be improved by appropriately choosing the side lobe threshold
to reduce the influence of side lobes.
(6) The main computation only requires FFT, matrix multiplication, division of periodograms,
therefore, the algorithm has less computational complexity and can easily be utilized in
the practical applications.
In each iteration, besides the computation of FFT, the proposed algorithm needs the following
calculations: 2(kM − Ngi)
2q multiplications to estimate ICI and ISI, about N2 multiplications
and divisions for updating Hkms(l) or Hmrc(l), about 2N
2 multiplications to estimate the
information symbols, (q + 1)N multiplications to estimate periodograms, qN divisions to
estimate the frequency response functions. It is seen that the main computation concentrates
on the estimation of information symbols, whereas the channel identification is very simple
in the frequency domain. By contrast with the computational complexity of RLS algorithm,
besides the estimation of information symbols in RLS algorithm, the recursive identification
requires about O(k2M Ntx) multiplications for one symbol period. It is clear that the proposed
identification algorithm has less complexity than RLS, especially for large kM. Though LMS
only requires O(2kM Ntx) multiplications for channel identification, its convergence rate is
much slower than RLS (Balakrishnan et al., 2003).
3.4 Numerical simulation examples
3GPP 2.5MHz OFDM transmission with 16QAM modulation is used in the examples where
the FFT size N = 256, GI length Ngi = N/4 = 64 (3GPP, 2006). Moreover, the number of
carriers is 256, the total number of receiver antennas is Q = 2, and their distance is 1/2 of the
wave length. The noise is assumed as an additive Gaussian white noise.
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3.4.1 Example of a simple channel model
Besides the direct wave, there are three multipath interferences in the transmission channel
(Higuchi & Sasaoka, 2004; Hori et al., 2003). The coefficients of the waves are illustrated in
Table.1. Let the SNR= 20dB. The simulation is performed under 6 conditions of pilot rates:
Wave Power (dB) Phase DOA Delay tap
Direct 0 0 pi/8 0
Interference 1 -3 −pi/6 −pi/4 3Ngi
/
4
Interference 2 -5 pi/4 pi/3 5Ngi
/
4
Interference 3 -5 −pi/3 −pi/6 7Ngi
/
4
Table 1. Simulation conditions
The successive training symbols are available for identification; the pilot rates are 1/2, 1/4,
1/8, 1/16, respectively; and a severe case where only one pilot carrier is known to remove the
ambiguity of channel identification and symbol estimation. At the pilot carrier, the value of
Dˆ(n, l) is given by the corresponding true value of pilot symbol, while at the other carriers,
the value of D(n, l) has to be estimated from the received signals. Channel identification is
started from the initial values of Hˆ(ejnω0 , 0) = 1, Γˆ(z, 0) = 0. For the comparison of estimation
errors, the square error of channel identification ErH defined by
ErH =
∑
q
N−1
∑
n=0
∣∣∣Hˆq(ejnω0)−Hq(ejnω0)∣∣∣2
∑
q
N−1
∑
n=0
∣∣Hq(ejnω0)∣∣2 , (37)
is illustrated in Fig.5(a), and BER curves of the estimated symbols are illustrated in Fig.5(b),
respectively. They show that the algorithm works well even for few pilot carrier cases. In
Fig.5(b), BER of the estimated symbols decreases to 0 after several iterations, whereas it
is larger than 0.5 at low pilot rate in the first iteration due to the initial value of channel
identification is quite different from the true one. It implies that the algorithm converges
even under the severe initial conditions. The BER curves are plotted in Fig.5(b) when the
channel estimate is used for symbol estimation. It is seen that the good BER performance can
be guaranteed if the influence of ISI and ICI caused by the long multipath interferences is
compensated by the replica of leakage error.
Since RLS algorithm is often used for channel identification in the previous methods, the
results of RLS algorithm are also shown in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(b) for comparison with the
proposed algorithm. They are obtained under the same simulation conditions. In RLS
algorithm, the recursion is performed per sampling instant to estimate the parameters of hm
in (3) by using the latest samples of y(k) and d(k), thus RLS updates the estimates Ntx = 320
times during 1 iteration in the proposed algorithm. In Fig.5(a), if several successive training
periods are available, i.e., the true values of d(k) can be used for channel identification
directly, it is seen that RLS algorithm can yield a small error by using the true d(k) while
its computational load is heavier than that of the proposed algorithm. However, when the
training symbols are unavailable, dˆ(k) has to be estimated for channel identification, the error
of dˆ(k) deteriorates the identification performance of RLS algorithm. For example, when
the pilot rate is 1/2, the convergence of channel identification and the symbol estimation
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(b) BER of estimated symbols.
Fig. 5. Estimation result (average of 30 simulation runs)
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used RLS estimation is much slower than that of the algorithm in frequency domain, and its
performance becomes very poor when the pilot rate is 1/4, whereas the proposed algorithm
works well since it uses spectral periodograms.
3.4.2 Channel identification versus noise
Let the pilot rate be 1/8, and SNR be changed from 10dB to 40dB, the other conditions be
the same as those in Section 3.4.1. ErH plotted in Fig.6 shows that the proposed algorithm
converges even for low SNR conditions.
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Fig. 6. Channel estimation error versus SNR
3.4.3 Channel identification versus interference power
Let the pilot rate be 1/8, and the power of interference 3 be changed from 0dB to −20dB,
the other conditions be the same as those in Section 3.4.1. ErH and BER versus interference
power are illustrated in Fig.7(a) and Fig.7(b), respectively. It is seen that the interferences
exceeding GI with high path gain cause severe ICI and ISI, while their information is not so
fragile to the side lobes caused by noise, ICI and ISI. Therefore, the convergence of the channel
estimation for the interference path with high gain is a little faster than the convergence for
the interference with low path gain, as shown in Fig.7(a), and the convergence of channel
estimation helps to compensate the influence of ICI and ISI. Though there are two strong
multipath interferences exceeding GI, both ErH and BER are decreased to a considerable low
level after just about several iterations.
3.4.4 Channel identification versus total number of antennas
Let the pilot rate be 1/8. In order to investigate the influence of Q on the algorithm
performance, the total number Q of antennas is chosen as Q = 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.
The other simulation conditions are the same as those in Section 3.4.1. The curves of ErH and
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Fig. 7. Estimation error versus interference power
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BER are plotted in Fig.8. If only a single antenna 1 is used for symbol estimation, as illustrated
in Fig.4, although the estimation error of H1(e
jnω0) decreases to a low level after 10 iterations,
the lowmagnitude of H1(e
jnω0) leads to weak orthogonal component in the received signal, as
a result, the BER remains high for Q = 1. On the other hand, both the errors ErH and BER for
Q = 2, 3 and 4 are very low since the strong orthogonal components can be used in symbol
estimation, and just 2 antennas can yield good performance in this example. It is seen that
though BER is large in the first several iterations, its influence is mitigated in periodograms
so that channel identification can provide an effective channel model for equalization.
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Fig. 8. Channel estimation error and BER versus antenna number Q
3.4.5 Channel identification versus FFT size N
The effect of FFT size N on the channel identification is considered in the simulation. Here N
is chosen as 64, 128, 256 and 512, respectively, the GI length is Ngi = N/4. Besides the direct
path, the delay taps of 3 interference paths are 3Ngi
/
4, 5Ngi
/
4, 7Ngi
/
4, respectively. The
coefficients of interference power, phase, DOA are given in Table 1, and the other simulation
conditions are the same as those in Section 3.4.1. The channel estimation error ErH under the
4 cases of FFT size N is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Following the expressions in (9) and (10), or in (17) and (18), it is seen that the effects of ICI and
ISI decrease a little with increasing FFT size N in the spectral periodogrames of SDY,q(e
jnω0 , l).
Consequently, the error of channel estimation becomes lower for large N since the effects of
side lobe caused by ICI and ISI reducewith increasing FFT size N, and the proposed algorithm
yields good BER performance under the given simulation conditions.
3.4.6 Identification of time-varying channel
Let the pilot rate be 1/8, the power, phase and DOA of Interference 3 be changed at every 10
symbol periods so that the channel is time-varying. The power profile is shown in Fig.10(a).
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Fig. 9. Channel estimation error versus FFT size N
For the variation of channel, the forgetting factor λl = min{0.075× 1.05
l , 0.75} is used. At
the first several iterations, small λl is selected to mitigate the influences of high estimated
symbols’ BER and the effect of side lobes. With decreasing of BER, λl is increased gradually
to smooth the periodograms. The results of ErH , BER are illustrated in Fig.10(b). Though the
channel varies quickly, the prompt reduction of errors shows that the proposed algorithm can
also work well for time-varying channels.
3.4.7 Channel identification of COST 207 model
Let the pilot rate be 1/8. Assume that the delay profile of the multipath in a hill area is a COST
207 model (European Communities, 1989). There are eleven waves with delay time 0 ≤ km ≤
10 and power e−
km
2.5 , twenty one waves with delay time 40 ≤ km ≤ 60 and power 0.7079e
− km−404 ,
fifteen waves exceeding GI with delay time 72 ≤ km ≤ 96 and power 0.5623e
− km−723.6 , and
m = 0 denotes the direct wave. The total power of interferences exceeding GI is −1.29dB. The
DOA of multipath waves are generated randomly, and the other conditions are the same as in
Section 3.4.1.
As illustrated in Fig.11(a), the received signal suffers from strong multipath interferences, as
a result, BER is about 0.4 without interference compensation. In the simulation, the side lobe
threshold is chosen as max{0.1× 0.98l , 0.005} to reduce the influence of side lobe. At the first
several iterations, a large side lobe threshold is selected, whereas the side lobe threshold is
decreased gradually to deal with weak multipath interferences. The corresponding ErH and
BER of estimated symbols are shown in Fig.11(b). Though the channel has strong multipath
interferences, ErH decreases from 1.0 to 0.0025, BER decreases from 0.4 to 0 in about 30
iterations.
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(b) Channel estimation error and BER
Fig. 10. Estimation errors for time-varying channel
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(b) Channel estimation error and BER of estimated symbols
Fig. 11. Estimation errors (average of 30 simulation runs).
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4. Identification of channel with limited bandwidth
In some large capacity OFDM systems such as digital terrestrial television broadcasting, the
carriers far away from the frequency of central band do not convey any information data in
order to simplify the design of filter with sharp cut-off performance and not to interference the
adjacent communication channels, thus the transmitted signal is restricted within a specified
frequency band. Due to the dynamic modes of the transmission channel cannot be excited
beyond the signal band, channel identification becomes a very difficult problem (Ljung, 1999).
On the other hand, if the adaptive algorithms for OFDM system has feedback element, not
only the channel information inside the signal band, but also the outside band is important
to the processing performance of system stability and convergence rate. When the delay
taps are very short and the width of outside band is much narrower than the signal band,
extrapolation may exploit a little information outside the signal band from the information
inside the band (Hamazumi et al., 2000). This problem had been discussed in the time
domain (Sun & Sano, 2005; Ysebaert et al., 2004), however, it is suffered from considerable
computational complexity due to the nonlinear optimization or operation of high dimension
data matrices. So a frequency domain approach is investigated to decrease the computational
complexity (Sun & Sano, 2007).
4.1 Signal bandwidth
In the lth transmission symbol period, the symbol D(n, l) of OFDM signal with limited
bandwidth is as follows.
D(n, l) =
{
Symbol data( = 0), for |n| ≤ N1
0, for |n| > N1
(38)
where N1 < N/2. It can be seen that the carriers whose distance from the central carrier are
more than N1 do not carry any information data, hence the spectrum of transmitted signal
d(k) in an effective symbol period, i.e. lNtx ≤ k < lNtx + N, is limited to |n| ≤ N1, whereas
the spectral density outside signal band, i.e. for |n| > N1, becomes to 0. It implies that d(k)
and its corresponding received signal y(k) for lNtx ≤ k < lNtx + N do hold little information
about the channel dynamics outside the signal band.
4.2 Fourier analysis of specified signals
Two signals are constructed from the original transmitted and received signals as follows:
u(k) = d(k− Ngi)− d(k − Ngi − N), (39)
x(k) = y(k − Ngi)− y(k − Ngi − N). (40)
As an example, the signal u(k) is illustrated in Fig.12, where K is an integer satisfying Ngi <
K + Ngi ≤ N, e.g., K = N/2. Moreover, the expressions of u(k), x(k) and their relation can
also be constructed similarly as d(k) and y(k). From the feature of guard interval, u(k) = 0
holds for lNtx − Ngi ≤ k < lNtx. Then substituting (1) into the expression of u(k) yields that
u(k) =
N1
∑
n=−N1
D(n, l)ejnω0(k−lNtx−Ngi)−
N1
∑
n=−N1
D(n, l − 1)ejnω0(k−lNtx)
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=
N1
∑
n=−N1
(
D(n, l)e−jnω0Ngi−D(n, l−1)
)
ejnω0(k−lNtx),
for lNtx≤ k<K + lNtx. (41)
Next consider the signal x(k). Let its component corresponding to interference m be denoted
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Fig. 12. Illustration of signal u(k)
by xm(k), then omitting the noise term for the simplicity of notation, xm(k) and x(k) can be
expressed by
xm(k) = hmu(k− km), x(k) =
M
∑
m=0
xm(k) (42)
Moreover, in the lth symbol period, xm(k) becomes to
xm(k) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
hm
N1
∑
n=−N1
(
D(n, l)e−jnω0Ngi − D(n, l − 1)
)
ejnω0(k−lNtx−km),
for km ≤ k− lNtx < K
0, for 0 ≤ k− lNtx < km
(43)
On the other hand, let the Fourier transform of u(k) in lNtx ≤ k < K + lNtx be given by
U(n, l) =
K+lNtx−1
∑
k=lNtx
u(k)e−jnω0(k−lNtx) (44)
for n = −N/2+ 1, · · · , N/2, and similarly the Fourier transform of x(k), then the following
frequency properties of signals u(k) and x(k) satisfy the following equation:
H(ejnω0)U(n, l) = X(n, l) +
M
∑
m=0
hm (Em,1(n, l) + Em,2(n, l)) (45)
where Em,1(n, l) and Em,2(n, l) are the leakage terms to the nth frequency point from
the other components, the nth frequency component itself, respectively. Their theoretical
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representations are expressed by
Em,1(n, l)= e
−jnω0km
N1
∑
n¯ = −N1
n¯ = n
(
D(n¯, l)e−jn¯ω0Ngi − D(n¯, l − 1)
)
·
e−j(n−n¯)ω0(K−km) − e−j(n−n¯)ω0K
1− e−j(n−n¯)ω0
, (46)
Em,2(n, l) = kme
−jω0km
(
D(n, l)e−jnω0Ngi −D(n, l − 1)
)
. (47)
4.3 Spectra estimation
Let the power spectrum of u(k) be estimated by
SUU(n, l) =
1
l
l
∑
l1=1
U∗(n, l1)U(n, l1), (48)
and SUEm,1 (n, l) and SUEm,2(n, l) are defined in the similar formula. Then SUU(n, l) can be
approximated as
SUU(n, l) ≈ 2D
2
N1
∑
n¯=−N1
n¯ = n
1− cos(n− n¯)ω0K
1− cos(n− n¯)ω0
+2K2D
2
for |n| ≤ N1 when l is large enough, and
SUU(n, l) ≈ 2D
2
N1
∑
n¯=−N1
1−cos(n− n¯)ω0K
1−cos(n−n¯)ω0
(49)
for N1 < |n| < N/2. Meanwhile, SUEm,1(n, l) satisfies
SUEm,1 (n, l) ≈ D
2
N1
∑
n¯ = −N1
n¯ = n
(
1− e−j(n−n¯)ω0K
1− cos(n− n¯)ω0
(
e−jnω0km − e−jn¯ω0km
))
. (50)
Furthermore, the spectral leakage error SUEm,2(n, l) for |n| ≤ N1 is
SUEm,2(n, l) ≈ 2e
−jnω0km D
2
Kkm, (51)
while for N1 < |n| < N/2 it turns to
SUEm,2(n, l) = 0. (52)
Following (45), the relation between spectra of u(k), x(k) and the frequency property H(ejnω0)
is summarized in (53):
H(ejnω0)SUU(n, l) ≈ SUX(n, l) +
M
∑
m=0
hm
(
SUEm,1 (n, l)+SUEm,2(n, l)
)
. (53)
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Using the symbol estimation of D(n, l), the signals d(k) as well as u(k) are estimated. Then,
SUU(n, l) and SUX(n, l) in (53) can be estimated from u(k) and x(k) directly. On the other
hand, from (50)-(52), the terms of spectral leakage error SUEm,1(n, l) and SUEm,2(n, l) can
be calculated beforehand without using observation data and the information of channel
dynamics. Consequently, it is possible to estimate the channel property outside the signal
band from signals u(k) and x(k) if SUX(n, l) is compensated by SUEm,1 (n, l) and SUEm,2(n, l).
On the other hand, when the channel is time-varying, a forgetting factor λ can be used to
estimate SUU(n, l) and SUX(n, l)
SUU(n, l) = λSUU(n, l − 1) + U
∗(n, l)U(n, l), (54)
SUX(n, l) = λSUX(n, l − 1) + U
∗(n, l)X(n, l) (55)
respectively, where 0 < λ < 1.
4.4 Channel identification algorithm
Following (53), the estimation of channel model can be deduced as
Hˆ(ejnω0) =
SUX(n, l)
SUU(n, l)
+
M
∑
m=0
hˆm
SUEm,1 (n, l) + SUEm,2(n, l)
SUU(n, l)
. (56)
Notice that the estimates hˆm, the coefficients of IFFT of Hˆ(ejnω0), the estimation can be
performed in the following iterative form as
Hˆ(i+1)(ejnω0) =
SUX(n, l)
SUU(n, l)
+
M
∑
m=0
hˆ
(i)
m
SUEm,1 (n, l) + SUEm,2(n, l)
SUU(n, l)
, (57)
where i is the iteration number, and hˆ
(0)
m can be chosen as the coefficients of
SUX(n, l)
/
SUU(n, l). When the channel dynamics does not vary too fast, the recursive
estimation can also be given by using the estimates hˆ
(l−1)
m , which are estimated in the last
symbol period:
Hˆ(l)(ejnω0) =
SUX(n, l)
SUU(n, l)
+
M
∑
m=0
hˆ
(l−1)
m
SUEm,1(n, l) + SUEm,2 (n, l)
SUU(n, l)
. (58)
The main numerical computation in the identification algorithm is just FFT to estimate the
signal u(k), power spectra SUU(n, l), SUX(n, l), division of
(
SUEm,1(n, l) + SUEm,2 (n, l)
)
and
SUU(n, l), while the two leakage error terms can be pre-calculated, division of SUX(n, l),
and SUU(n, l), IFFT Hˆ(e
jnω0) to calculate hˆm. Furthermore, the computational complexity
does not increase too much even though the interference delay taps get longer. So the
identification algorithm can be easily implemented, and combined with other adaptive
processing techniques.
On the other hand, Hˆ(ejnω0) inside the signal band can also be given by the spectra of SDY(n, l)
and SDD(n, l)
Hˆ(ejnω0) =
SDY(n, l)
SDD(n, l)
, for
∣∣∣n∣∣∣ ≤ N1, (59)
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where SDY(n, l) and SDD(n, l) are calculated from the received signal y(k) and the symbol
estimates Dˆ(n, l) without using
(
SUEm,1 (n, l) + SUEm,2(n, l)
)
. Furthermore, if the channel has
not too long multipath interferences, interpolating channel information from the pilot carriers
to their adjacent carriers is applicable to channel identification inside the signal band, and
may reduce the influence caused by the estimation error of information symbols D(n, l).
4.5 Numerical simulation examples
In the simulation, the OFDM information symbols D(l,n) are 64QAM, the FFT/IFFT length
is N = 2048, the guard interval is Ngi = N/4, and N1 = 600. It means that the number
of active carriers is 1201, and the signal band is only about 3/5 of the full band width,
hence identification of such an OFDM channel is a very difficult problem. There are 6
symbol transmission periods per signal frame, and 200 scattered pilot carriers are distributed
uniformly in the first and fourth symbol periods (3GPP, 2006). Let K be chosen as K = N/2,
the SNR is 15dB.
As shown in Fig.13, the signal u(k) has spectral power density of 10−3 outside the signal
band. Compared with the original spectrum of d(k) whose magnitude is 0 at the carriers for∣∣n∣∣ > N1, the information over the entire frequency band can be extracted from u(k) though
the spectral power density outside the band is a little lower than the inside part. It implies
that it is possible to identify the dynamics of channel even outside the signal band.
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Fig. 13. Spectrum of u(k)
The true frequency property of H(ejnω0), where the longest effective delay tap kM = 100
is used in channel estimation. The estimates after 50 iterations are plotted in Fig.14. It
illustrates that the estimate is very close to the true one even outside the signal band, though
the transmitted signal d(k) has severe band limitation. As a comparison, the channel is also
identified by conventional methods using RLS and LMS, and the results show that though
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both RLS and LMS have estimated the channel property inside the signal band, they cannot
provide satisfactory identification outside the signal band.
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Fig. 14. Frequency property of communication channel
The estimation errors outside the signal band under various noise environments are
illustrated in Fig.15, where the error is evaluated by
EH,out =
∑
N1<|n|<
N
2
∣∣∣Hˆ(ejnω0)−H(ejnω0)∣∣∣2
∑
N1<|n|<
N
2
∣∣H(ejnω0)∣∣2 . (60)
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Fig. 15. Estimation error versus different SNR
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It can be seen that even for low SNR, the estimation error successfully reduces to a low level
just by tens iterations, and the estimated channel model can be applied to design adaptive
filters for the OFDM system.
5. Conclusions
Channel identification using Fourier transform has been studied in this chapter. Since the
OFDM transmitted signals in base band are generated through discrete Fourier transform,
both the transmitted and received signals are easily managed in the frequency domain
through Fourier transform. Consequently, the identification problemof OFDMchannels could
be solved in the frequency domain. Two channels have been investigated: the channel with
long multipath interferences; and the transmitted signals with severe band limitation, where
the conventional time domainmethods cannot offer effective estimation. Firstly the properties
of OFDM signals and the structural information have been analyzed in the frequency
domain, then the relations of channel model and available information extracted from the
observation data and structural information have been induced. Based on these relations,
the frequency domain algorithms for OFDM channel identification have been developed,
and the techniques have also been investigated to improve the identification accuracy, to
deal with the time-varying channel and to reduce the computational complexity. It has been
illustrated that the proposed frequency domain algorithms have better performance than the
conventional time domain methods under the severe identification conditions considered in
these problems, and the numerical results have demonstrated the effectiveness of Fourier
transform in the channel identification applications. The algorithms work for the MIMO
OFDM systems, and the estimation for OFDM channel with frequency offset are under further
research work.
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